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Schank. Sale of liquor or beer; hence, those licensed to do so. 

Dorn. "Thorn:' In going from German to English, a sound shift often occurs, as when 
Teutsch became Deutsche, Pfeffer Pepper, and Dorn Thorn. 

Koenig. "The King." From the German, meaning "he who can:' More properly 
spelled with an umlaut over the "o", as "Konig:· 

Engle. "Angel." 

Rumple. Rubbish, junk, carpenter's scraps, also bits and pieces rummaged from 
attics. 

Runkel. Small lump or chunk, as with coal or wood fuel, a chunk of wood for a stove 
or furnace. 

Fertig. Ready, as in "Are you ready?" The German reply might be, "Ja, ben ich 
schone fertig:' 

This is only a sample of the thousands of similar surnames peculiar to even this 
relatively small area. Upon reflection, it is equally apparent that everybody's name 
began in some way or other. If you don't yet know your own "roots" in this respect, 
and are willing to risk finding out(!), maybe now is a good time to start. If you live in 
Coulee Country, or have ties to the region, one way to begin is to write the co-author 
who has available a wealth of such information: Joseph E. Ziegeweid, 6419 84th Court 
North, Brooklyn Park, Minnesota 55455 . 

St. Paul's Writing in the Content Areas 
by 

Jean Borax, Greta Michaels, and Carole Pressley 
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As teachers on special assignment for Writing in Content Areas in St . Paul's junior 
high schools, we can help our fellow teachers use writing activities in their classrooms. 
Before we try to do so, however, we always find out if we may help: our concern is to 
help teachers who want us to assist them in ways they believe would make them more 
effective. Teacher input is vital. 

Writing in Content Areas, a cost-effective, innovative project, began in St . Paul in 
1982-83 with funding from the Minnesota Council on Quality Education. The extension 
of this project from its original site at Central High School to the junior high schools in 
ISD 625 was made possible by Board of Education funding to pay our salaries and to 
provide release time so teachers could attend workshops. 

Our aim is to implement the recommendations of Arthur Applebee in Writing in the 
Secondary School (NCTE: Urbana, IL, 1982) . Applebee recommends that teachers use 
writing as a tool for learning and that they learn to use the composing process . The 
theoretical basis for our work is the research of James Britton, who described student 
writing on the basis of its function as transactional, expressive, or poetic, the research 
of persons like Linda Flower and Janet Emig, and the practice advocated by the 
National Writing Project. 

First, and always, we help teachers develop writing activities for their classes, 
activities designed to help students learn content material, to require them to think 
critically, and to involve them in generating language about what they are learning. 
Many such writing strategies have been collected and published in the two project 
manuals, Leaming and Writing I and II, and some of those strategies are presented in 
our accompanying article, "ADAPT" 

Second, we have developed and implemented an inservice program. Implementing 
any educational innovation has two aspects: getting underway and sustaining the 
motion . Because of recent emphasis on basic skills and because writing is a current 
concern, the first aspect of implementation has been relatively easy, though not without 
problems. Sustaining the program is the challenge now facing us. 

Getting Underway- Solving Scheduling Difficulties 

Like many inservice programs, the staff development component in this project has 
had to overcome scheduling difficulties and teacher resistance. Scheduling involves 
costs for substitutes necessary to hold workshops during the school day. After-school 
sessions are cheap, but they create problems: teachers are tired or have competing 
obligations, and bad weather or activites like parent conferences can force reschedul
ing. In 1983, an after-school schedule did work for us at Central when the school had a 
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staff development grant from an outside foundation. The principal invited anyone to 
attend and requested that each department 'elect' one participant. Over half of the staff 
participated. Teachers could choose inservice credit through a local college or a $100 
stipend and re-certification units. 

Although some teachers resent being taken out of class, inservice sessions conducted 
during regular contract time are advantageous. We have tried two school-day sched
ules. In 1984-85, we presented workshops at three different schools using rotating 
substitutes to cover teachers for two hour blocs during the school day. This model 
required the workshop leader to present each workshop three times during the day, but 
it allowed for small workshop groups. It is easier for teachers to write and to share their 
writing in such small groups. Small groups also foster conversation as teachers share 
their experiences about the activities they have tried. Although the sub schedule 
presented problems, some teachers felt their students stayed on task when they knew 
their regular teachers were in the building. In one school where the principal required 
all staff to participate, a happy side effect was that teachers who seldom talked with one 
another had a chance to do so. The major problem with this two hour, in-school 
schedule was that it did not allow for enough interaction among the teachers. Time 
pressures were intense: teachers tended to come in, grab goodies and coffee;· and take 
notes madly while presenters "laid it on. " 

In the fall of 1985, we implemented the most successful schedule for workshop 
sessions. Having all day sessions at two week intervals enabled us to overcome many 
difficulties. Teachers who participated called it "The teacher as adult" model. Sharing 
our writings and experiences was meaningful for all of us. Since the teachers came from 
five schools but all taught the same subjects, they could talk about common profes
sional concerns such as textbook selection, learner outcomes, and the District's Effec
tive Schools program. Many of the assistant directors for curriculum and instruction 
attended sessions and became better acquainted with their teachers. 

Getting Unden.oay- Overcoming Teacher Hostility 

During 1984-85, some building principals' required' teachers to attend the two hour 
workshops in their building. Frankly, this caused many difficulties for us, and we had 
to spend much time defusing teacher anger. We have always asked that teachers 
participate in workshops and in this project voluntarily. We have found that more 
people want to experience and use writing in their classes than we three can help and we 
can ignore the 'reluctant dragons: 

Please don't think that this is all the resistance we've encountered. Many who have 
appeared at workshops have come reluctantly. The classroom is a teacher's domain. 
Teachers naturally resist any interference with their classroom activities. The concept of 
writing in a content area class may be perceived by teachers as an intrusion or as an 
attempt to manipulate them into doing the English teacher's job. Teachers may question 
the relevance of writing to learning in their content area and will almost certainly 
foresee an increase in the already heavy paperwork burden. 
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Our challenge was to persuade experienced teachers that writing is relevant to their 
subjects and will indeed help their students learn. Evidence for its value is found in a 
California study, Writing in High School Science, which showed that frequent, short, 
content-centered writings do enhance long term retention of material taught. Our own 
project's evaluation showed that such writing activities have a positive effect on the 
fluency with which students write, on their competency in communicating learned 
concepts, and on their retention of subject material, both short term and long term. 

Teachers will most often see the relevance of writing to learning if they experience it 
themselves. Our workshops have two essential requirements: each teacher must expe
rience the kinds of writing we advocate for students, and each teacher must develop 
and use writing activities with a class currently being taught. Most teachers, however 
have done little, or no, writing since they left college. The prospect of writing makes 
many acutely uncomfortable. We work to establish a nonthreatening atmosphere in the 
workshops by writing and sharing writing with the participants, by reminding them 
that we are classroom teachers, and by listening sensitively to their concerns. 

Most of all, we try very hard to make the workshops as useful to the teacher 
participants and as relevant to their daily professional concerns as we possibly can. 
That's the best way to overcome hostility or reluctance. We want the teachers to leave 
and to use what they've experienced the next day in their own classrooms. We want 
them to feel a part of an ongoing, sharing, caring group. And we want the workshops 
to be fun: if the experience is unpleasant, no matter how professionally relevant, the 
participants will be reluctant and hostile. 

Throughout each of the four workshop days, teachers use many of the strategies we 
suggest in our manuals and the accompanying article. Briefly, the workshop days 
involve these kinds of activities. 

Day 1: Experiencing the Writing Process 
Teachers are led through a series of four writing experiences including a 
visual and verbal representation of the day. Much of this activity is based 
on material in The Writing Project, (Heinemann, 1985) a recommended 
book. 

Day 2: Developing Writing Activities 
Using subject specific materials, teachers first experience and then develop 
short, content-centered writing activities in their subject area. With help of 
the presenters, they develop activities to use with their own classes during 
the next two weeks. 

Day 3: Exploring the Connections between Writing and Thinking 
After reporting on their teaching experiences, teachers try writing activities 
that are relevant to their subject area and are intended to foster identified 
critical thinking skills. Then again, they develop activities for their own 
classes, this time focusing on critical thinking skills. 
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Day 4: Responding to Student Writing 
After reporting on their second experiences using writing, teachers discuss 
ways to ' handle ' all that writing; they use holistic/primary trait scoring 
with a guide based on criteria for evaluating an assignment with actual 
student papers. For this activity, we leaned on Teaching and Assessing 
Writing by E.M. White (Josey Bass, 1985) 

Sustaining the Motion - Providing Support 

The willingness of the St. Paul Board of Education to pay for substitutes so that we 
can hold workshop sessions during the school day is crucial to teacher acceptance and 
participation. This funding is equally crucial in enhancing the long term effect of the 
teacher training because it provides for our work as resource teachers. 

One of the problems with workshops is that once the workshop is over, so is the 
impact. All of us have gone to workshops that were exciting and returned to our 
classrooms with great intentions. Then other responsibilities intervene and we set the 
materials aside. The district has tried to increase the long term effects of this project by 
assigning us to work in junior high schools as resource teachers. Our jobs are to be on 
the spot to make suggestions, to nag and to provide special assistance to individual 
teachers. We try to provide content area teachers with meaningful help with both large, 
formal projects, and small, informal, content-centered writing. We also work with 
small groups of students on special projects and publish student writing. We have 
learned that we must get acquainted with each staff member and be able to convey an 
attitude of concern and helpfulness. 

James Moffett has recommended that teachers "post-print-publish" student writings. 
No matter how we do it, displaying students' writings creates excitement that both 
motivates students and convinces teachers who still question the relevance of writing. 
For junior high schools, newspapers published every six to eight weeks featuring 
student writing have been very effective. Writing for the newspaper gives students a 
real writing task for a real audience. For reluctant writers, who are often very concrete 
thinkers, this is a rewarding activity. It is, however, very demanding for the resource 
teacher involved. Computer software and volunteer parental help can ease the burden. 

Helping You 

Our project is now in the replication phase: this means that our jobs have expanded 
to provide assistance where possible, when asked. We hope that this description of our 
activities is helpful to those of you who are thinking of developing a program for 
writing to learn in your school. If you would like further assistance, or to order 
materials we have prepared, please contact us c/ o Minnesota Council on Quality 
Education, Capitol Square Building, St. Paul, MN 55101, or c/o The Department of 
Curriculum and Instruction, ISD 625, 360 Colborne Street, St. Paul, MN 55102. 

ADAPT 
A Process for Developing Writing Activities 

for Content Area Classes 
by 

Greta Michaels 
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Teachers are inveterate borrowers. We all pick up ideas, activities, exercises, and 
texts which we enounter elsewhere and adapt for our own classrooms. ADAPT is the 
name of the process which we who work with Writing in Content Areas, an innovative, 
cost-effective project first funded by the Minnesota Council on Quality Education and 
now funded by ISD 625, St. Paul, recommend to content area teachers who ask us for 
help. For it is, after all, to English teachers that administrators and content area 
teachers look for help when they anticipate writing in content areas. Such writing may 
be both writing to learn and writing to communicate what has been learned. 

Our acronym ADAPT both names and describes the process which we suggest: 

Assess your students 
Delve into your subject 
Articulate your objectives 
Ponder the possibilities 
Turn one into an assignment. 

The acronym also serves as a useful framework for a description of just what we do 
when we help content area teachers develop writing activities for their classes. The 
discussion is followed by an example of writing activities "adapted" for junior high 
school students. 

ASSESS YOUR STUDENTS 

Every writing activity should be situation specific, tailored to the needs and abilities 
of the students who will be writing. How these students think is our first concern. 

An equally crucial question is how do these students write? Chittenden, an expe
rienced teacher with the Bay Area Project, places student writing behaviors on a 
continuum of fluency-coherence-correctness. The student who is struggling to attain 
fluency has trouble getting anything down on paper. This student needs practice 
writing "I learned" statements, responses, restatements of subject material. The student 
who has attained fluency needs next to work on coherence. Is his/her writing logical? 
rational? understandable? This student needs to develop a sense of audience and 
purpose through sharing writing with others. In a content area class such sharing serves 
another purpose as well- it is yet another way to run the subject material by the 
students who are learning it. When students are sharing their writing, they begin to 




